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derived nitrogen, sulfur dual-
doped carbon as an economical metal-free
electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction reaction
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Jiancheng Wang,c Haibing Wei d and Junhe Yanga

The search for an economical electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is a worldwide issue for

fuel cells and metal–air batteries. Herein, we used cheap and available high-sulfur inferior coal as the single

precursor to synthesize an N, S dual-doped carbon (NSC) metal-free electrocatalyst for the ORR. The N, S

dual-doped carbon (NSC), prepared at 800 �C (NSC800), possessed a large specific surface area of 942 m2

g�1, with an amorphous carbon structure and more defects than the others. Furthermore, it contains 1.06

at% N and 2.24 at% S, where N is resolved into pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, and graphitic-N. For the

electrochemical behavior, NSC800 displayed a good ORR electrocatalytic activity, with the ORR peak

potential at �0.245 V (vs. SCE) and half-wave potential (E1/2) at �0.28 V (vs. SCE) in an alkaline solution.

This study not only gives an original and facile method to prepare an economical ORR electrocatalyst

but also provides a novel clean-use of high-sulfur inferior coal.
Introduction

Electrocatalysts for the sluggish and complex oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) at the cathode of fuel cells and metal–air
batteries appear particularly important as this reaction can
determine the performances of these systems.1–3 At present, the
commercial ORR electrocatalysts are still carbon-supported
precious metal platinum-based electrocatalysts. However, due
to the limited supply and easy CO-poisoning of platinum, the
search for non-precious metal or even metal-free electro-
catalysts for the ORR seems necessary.

In recent years, carbon materials doped with metal-free
heteroatoms, such as nitrogen (N),4,5 phosphorus (P),6,7 sulfur
(S),8,9 boron (B),10,11 and uorine (F),12,13 were demonstrated to
be one of the most promising substitutes to carbon-supported
noble metal platinum and its alloy electrocatalysts for the
ORR in an alkaline solution. Moreover, the carbon materials
dual-doped with these heteroatoms displayed a better ORR
electrocatalytic activity owing to the synergistic effects of these
dopants.6–9,11–16Nevertheless, the large-scale application of these
materials is presently impossible as most heteroatom-
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containing precursors are toxic and ammable along with
their complicated and environmentally unfriendly synthesis
routes. Hence, the search for heteroatom-containing precursors
in abundant resource and at much low-cost is an important and
urgent necessity for the actual application of clean and renew-
able energy conversion and storage systems.

Fortunately, coal, the most abundant fossil fuel resource in the
world, essentially contains high contents of N, S-containing
heterocyclic chemicals, for instance, pyridine, quinoline, thio-
phene, and their derivatives. These compounds, being extremely
difficult to be utilized or even removed, can oen cause serious
environmental pollution during the direct combustion of raw coal.
Thus, methods to prepare value-added products from raw coal,
especially low-cost inferior coal, have become particularly impor-
tant. To the best of our knowledge, till date, little has been reported
on coal-based ORR electrocatalysts17–21 and only a few researchers
have utilized the downstream products of coal, such as coal tar,22

coal tar pitch,23 and coal liquefaction residues,24 to prepare the ORR
metal-free electrocatalysts. For example, Masatoshi Nagai et al. used
different raw coals, namely the Australia brown coal and the Viet-
nam anthracite coal, to prepare non-precious metal ORR electro-
catalysts by N-doping at 673–1123 K in an NH3 atmosphere.17–20

Recently, to synthesize non-precious metal ORR electrocatalysts,
Chen et al. rst pre-treated the brown coal using different acids and
then doped N at 800 �C in an NH3 atmosphere.21

The high-sulfur coal, a kind of inferior coal with the sulfur
content greater than 3%, has amuch lower price than the brown
coal and anthracite coal. Furthermore, the high content of N
and S in high-sulfur coal is a precondition of the direct prepa-
ration of N, S dual-doped carbon. Therefore, in this study, we
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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applied this inferior high-sulfur coal as the single cheap
precursor to synthesize N, S dual-doped carbon (NSC) and
estimated their ORR electrocatalytic performances in alkaline
media. Further, the inuence of activating temperature on the
morphology, structure, chemical composition, and electro-
chemical performance were characterized and investigated. In
this way, it not only gave an original and facile method to
prepare the economical ORR electrocatalyst but also provided
a novel clean-use of raw coal.
Experimental

The preparation process of the NSC electrocatalyst is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The high-sulfur coal (Linfen mine company, Shanxi,
China) was chosen as the starting material and ball-milled into
a powder form at 350 rpm for 4 h. There were two steps to
prepare the NSC electrocatalyst: the rst one is KOH activation
and the second one is acid leaching. In a typical synthesis, 1.0 g
of KOH (an activating agent) was dissolved in 10 mL of ethanol.
Then, 0.5 g high-sulfur coal (the mass ratio of coal to KOH was
1 : 2) was added into the above solution. Aer stirring the
solution mixture for 2 h at room temperature, it was dried at
80 �C in a vacuum oven. Subsequently, in a N2 atmosphere, the
obtained powder was activated at 600 �C, 700 �C, 800 �C, and
900 �C for 90 min. At last, the sample was leached in 1 M HCl
solution under ultrasonic condition, followed by ltration and
washing with deionized water, and subsequent freeze-drying to
obtain the N, S dual-doped carbon (NSC). The obtained samples
were named as NSC600, NSC700, NSC800, and NSC900, where
the numbers stand for the activated temperature.

The morphology of the NSC sample was determined via the
eld emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, FEI,
Quanta FEG 450). The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm
curves were determined using an ASAP 2020-Physisorption
Analyzer (Micromeritics, USA). The X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns were recorded on a Germany Bruker D8-Advance X-ray
Fig. 1 Schematic of fabrication for the NSC electrocatalysts derived fro
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diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 0.154 nm) at 40 mA
and 40 kV. The Raman spectra were obtained using 532 nm
laser excitation on a LabRAM HR Evolution. The elemental
analysis of the NSC sample was recorded by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) on PerkinElmer PHI 3056 with an Al Ka
monochromatic radiation.

The electrocatalyst ink was fabricated by dispersing 2.0 mg
electrocatalyst into the solution mixture containing 380 mL of de-
ionized water and 20 mL (5 wt%) of Naon solution under ultra-
sonic condition. Then, the working electrode was prepared by
drying 20 mL of the above ink on the surface of a glassy carbon
electrode (AFE7R9GCPT, Pine Instruments) at room temperature.

Electrochemical measurements were performed using
several technologies, such as cyclic voltammetry (CV), rotating
disk electrode (RDE), and rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE)
techniques in a three-electrode system, consisting of the refer-
ence electrode (a KCl-saturated calomel electrode, SCE), the
counter electrode (a Pt wire), and the working electrode
(prepared as mentioned above). All the potentials reported here
were referred to the SCE potential, and the potential scan rate
was 5 mV s�1. CVs were obtained in an N2-saturated and an O2-
saturated 0.1 M KOH solution aer pre-sweeping the working
electrode several times. Both the RDE and RRDE polarization
curves were obtained at a rotation rate of 900 rpm in an O2-
saturated 0.1 M KOH solution, where the ring currents were
recorded at the disk potential of 0.5 V.
Results and discussion

Fig. 2a shows the SEM image of NSC800. It can be seen that
NSC800 consists of irregular particles, exhibiting a thick block
structure. Further, the TEM images were captured to analyze the
microstructure of NSC800. The amorphous carbon in the thin
and large nanosheets consisting of randomly orientated
graphitic domains can be mainly observed in the TEM images
(Fig. 2b and c).
m high-sulfur inferior coal as the single N, S and C precursor.
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Fig. 2 Typical (a) SEM, (b and c) TEM images of NSC800.
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To investigate the pore property of NSC800, the N2 adsorp-
tion–desorption isotherm curves, as shown in Fig. 3a, were
recorded. The gure reveals that these isotherm curves were
characteristic of type I monolayer adsorption, where the N2

rapid adsorption appears at a very low P/P0, suggesting that
there exist abundant micropores.18,23–25 This phenomenon was
further approved by the curve of the pore size distribution
shown in the inset.25 It indicates that there were lots of micro-
pores (<2 nm) in NSC800, which cannot bemeasured by SEM. In
addition, mainly due to the micropores, NSC800 showed
a specic surface area of 942 m2 g�1. The structures of the NSC
electrocatalysts were further investigated by X-ray diffraction
(XRD). As shown in Fig. 3b, there were two broad and weak
diffraction peaks at around 2q ¼ 26� and 43� for each sample,
corresponding to the (002) and (100) diffraction peaks of
graphitic carbon.20,21,23,24 Furthermore, the intensity of these
diffraction peaks became weaker as the annealing temperature
was increased. This indicates that the high-sulfur coal-derived
NSC electrocatalysts were amorphous and had a highly disor-
dered structure.
Fig. 3 (a) The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm curves and the corres
as-prepared NSC electrocatalysts.

24772 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 24770–24776
To further understand the structural characters of these NSC
prepared at different temperatures, Raman spectra are given in
Fig. 4. Each spectrum can be divided into twomain bands by the
curve-ttings: (1) the main D band, located at about 1350 cm�1,
was attributed to the disordered structure, such as defects and
heteroatoms; and (2) the main G band at 1590 cm�1 was
ascribed to the vibration mode of an intact graphitic lattice with
E2g symmetry.26,27 From the Raman spectra analysis, as listed in
Table 1, here, we take three means to give a qualitative infor-
mation regarding the comparison of the degree of defects,
which is the ratio of intensity (ID/IG), ratio of area (AD/AG) and
ratio of width at half maxima (WD/WG). Moreover, the values of
these ratios were found to be 1.00, 2.31, and 2.31 for NSC600,
0.99, 2.17, and 2.14 for NSC700, 1.04, 2.42, and 2.52 for NSC800,
1.03, 2.21, and 2.25 for NSC900, respectively. Based on these
three parameters, NSC800 was found to have the largest value,
indicating that it possesses more defect than the others.

To conrm the elemental composition and state, NSC800 was
studied by XPS, as shown in Fig. 5. The XPS survey spectrum of
NSC800 in Fig. 5a exhibits four peaks at about 284.8 eV, 400.1 eV,
ponding pore size distribution of NSC800. (b) The XRD patterns of the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 The Raman spectra with the fittings of the as-prepared (a) NSC600, (b) NSC700, (c) NSC800 and (d) NSC900 electrocatalysts.
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164.0 eV, and 534.6 eV, assigned to C 1s, N 1s, S 2p, and O 1s,
respectively. Concretely, the surface atomic percentage of C, N, S,
and O in NSC800 were determined to be 73.7%, 1.06%, 2.24%, and
23.0%, respectively, demonstrating the successful heteroatom
doping of N and S into the carbon framework, which is regarded as
one of the contributors to the ORR electrocatalytic activity.1,3,8,9

Specically, the high-resolution XPS spectrum of C 1s (Fig. 5b) can
be resolved into four components: the typical C–C (284.4 eV), C–S
(285.0 eV), C–N (286.0 eV), and C–O (288.3 eV).8,9,28 In a similar way,
the high-resolution XPS spectrum of N 1s (Fig. 5c) can be resolved
into three components: pyridinic-N (398.7 eV), pyrrolic-N (400.1 eV),
and graphitic-N (401.9 eV) with their proportion being 36.47%,
34.09%, and 29.44%, respectively.21–24,29 Likewise, the high-
resolution XPS spectrum of S 2p (Fig. 5d) can be resolved into
three predominate peaks at 164.0 eV (–C–S–C–), 165.1 eV (–C]S),
and 168.8 eV (–C–SOx–C–) with the percentage of proportion being
44.43%, 30.54%, and 25.03%, respectively.22,23,29 From the high-
resolution XPS spectra of N 1s and S 2p, it can be understood
Table 1 Raman fittings for the NSC electrocatalysts prepared at
different pyrolyzed temperatures

Electrocatalysts D band G band ID/IG WD/WG AD/AG

NSC600 1353 cm�1 1592 cm�1 1.00 2.31 2.31
NSC700 1348 cm�1 1596 cm�1 0.99 2.17 2.14
NSC800 1347 cm�1 1590 cm�1 1.04 2.42 2.52
NSC900 1347 cm�1 1595 cm�1 1.03 2.21 2.25

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
that both N and S were successfully incorporated into the amor-
phous carbon matrix, and all of these elements were evolved from
high-sulfur coal precursor.

To study the ORR electrocatalytic activities, CVs of these NSC
samples were rst examined in an N2-saturated and O2-satu-
rated 0.1 M KOH solution. In Fig. 6, we can see the featureless
CVs (dot lines) for each sample in the N2-saturated electrolyte.
Nevertheless, if the electrolyte was O2-saturated, the obvious
cathodic ORR peaks were observed for these NSC, indicating
their enhanced ORR electrocatalytic activities. In general, the
ORR electrocatalytic activity was found to increase gradually
with an increase in the annealing temperature. Specically, the
ORR peak potential and the current of NSC800 were present at
a positive position: �0.245 V and 0.085 mA, respectively, which
were much higher than those of NSC600 (�0.298 V and 0.046
mA), NSC700 (�0.276 V and 0.054 mA), and NSC900 (�0.276 V
and 0.049 mA), demonstrating that the activation temperature
can impact their electrocatalytic activities severely. It also clearly
indicates that the elements of N and S (harmful) in high-sulfur
coal, used for the ORR electrocatalysts, can be environment-
friendly. Incidentally, this result was better than that for NS-
CNTs1 (�0.29 V vs. Ag/AgCl), NS-CNTs2 (�0.27 V vs. Ag/AgCl),
and NS-CNTs3 (�0.24 V vs. Ag/AgCl), which were prepared
from coal tar.22 In addition, it was also better than other N, S
dual-doped carbon materials, such as N/S-GP (�0.35 V vs. Ag/
AgCl)30 and MWCNT@S–N–C (�0.27 V vs. Ag/AgCl).31

The RDE curves were thenmeasured to obtain an understanding
of the ORR process in the presence of these NSC electrocatalysts. In
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 24770–24776 | 24773



Fig. 5 (a) The XPS survey spectrum, the high-resolution XPS spectra of (b) C 1s, (c) N 1s, and (d) S 2p of NSC800.
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Fig. 7a, for each sample, there is no well-dened diffusion-limiting
current plateau, indicating that the ORR occurs only at the outer
layer of the electrocatalyst. Remarkably, at all the studied disk
potentials, NSC800 showed a more positive potential than that of
the other three samples, such as the half-wave potential (E1/2) and
Fig. 6 CVs of these NSC electrocatalysts in N2-saturated (dot lines)
and O2-saturated (solid line) 0.1 M KOH solution at a scan rate 5 mV
s�1.

24774 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 24770–24776
diffusion-limiting current, which is in good agreement with the
CVs. Specically, it can be found that the E1/2 (�0.28 V) and
diffusion-limiting current (�0.78 mA) of NSC800 were higher than
those of the other three NSCs, further conrming the superior ORR
activity of NSC800. The RRDE testing was also applied to investigate
the ring currents of these NSC electrocatalysts. As shown in Fig. 7b,
the ring currents of NSC600, NSC700, and NSC800 were noticeable,
while that of NSC900 was quite low, implying that increasing the
pyrolysis temperature decreased the ring current. Furthermore, the
ring current was dependent on the disk potential with a mountain-
shaped curve for each sample, where the maximum ring current
appeared in the range of �0.5 V to �0.4 V with an increase in the
pyrolysis temperature.

The number of electrons transferred per O2 (n) and the
percentage of HO2

� yielded (HO2
�%) were calculated by the

following equations to further study the ORR reaction pathway
happening on these NSC electrocatalysts:

n ¼ 4� Id
Ir

N
þ Id

(1)

HO2
�% ¼ 200�

Ir

N
Ir

N
þ Id

(2)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 7 (a) RDE and (b) RRDE voltammograms of these NSC electrocatalysts in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at a rotation rate of 900 rpm and
a scan rate of 5 mV s�1.

Fig. 8 (a) The number of electron-transferred for per O2 (n), and (b) the percentage of HO2
� yield (HO2

�%) obtained from the RDE and RRDE
curves for these NSC electrocatalysts.
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where, Id and Ir are the currents of the disk electrode and the
ring electrode, respectively, and N (0.37) is the collection effi-
ciency of the ring electrode. In Fig. 8a, these NSC electro-
catalysts exhibit the value of n between 2.5 and 4.0, illustrating
that the ORR on these NSC electrocatalysts mainly occurred by
using the combination of two-electron and four-electron
pathway. In addition, the value of n increases evidently when
the disk potential decreases. Similarly, the value of n also
increases as the pyrolysis temperature increases. Correspond-
ingly, for HO2

�% in Fig. 8b, it was found to be in between 10%
and 70%, further verifying that the reaction pathway of the ORR
on these NSC electrocatalysts was a mixed two-electron and
four-electron reaction. Also, the HO2

�% was dependent on the
disk potential and pyrolysis temperature, namely, it evidently
decreases when the disk potential decreases and the pyrolysis
temperature increases.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have successfully prepared economic NSC
electrocatalysts for the ORR via the pyrolysis of high-sulfur
inferior coal as the single cheap source, indicating that this
two environmentally unfriendly elements can be clean-used to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
prepare a valuable product. The Raman spectra indicated that
NSC800 possessed more defect than the others, and has
a specic surface area of 942 m2 g�1. XPS shows that NSC800
contains N and S with the atomic percentage of 1.06% and
2.24%, respectively. Furthermore, N can be resolved into
pyridinic-N, pyrrolic-N, and graphitic-N. The electrochemical
measurements indicated that NSC800 has a good ORR electro-
catalytic activity in an alkaline medium with the ORR peak
potential at �0.245 V and a half-wave potential (E1/2) at �0.28 V
on a mixed of two-electron and four-electron pathways. Thus,
this study not only gives an original and facile method to
prepare economical ORR electrocatalysts but also provides
a novel clean-use of high-sulfur inferior coal.
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